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ABSTRACT

With the development of management practice and
establishment of epistemology of complexity science,
traditional management theories are facing a lot of
challenges and dilemmas when they try to explain the
world and guide the practice. It is one of the most
important questions for management theory researchers
and practicers that how to resolve and utilize the
uncertainty of human and realize the optimization of
object simultaneously. Based on a systemic and brief
revisit to the history of management in last century,
HeXie management theory, which fully absorbs the
harmony thought of Chinese traditional culture and the
latest development of management researches, is
introduced systematically in this paper. HeXie
management theory has been formed relative complete
theoretical framework after research and development
continuously for more than a decade, and it is trying to
build a Management Model which has a new
understanding on the organization management with
Chinese characteristic. This paper focuses on discussing
the mechanism of HeXie coupling. It is HeXie Coupling
that helps inducement evolution and rational design
realize the dynamic coherence of organization as a
whole.

Key words: HeXie management theory, Complexity,
Coupling mechanism, system, Order.

1. Introduction

Can people really find a way of keeping harmony
between realization of economic benefit and human’s
development in all-round way, mankind and nature,
science and society, global economic integration and
cultural diversity? This is a crucial issue for managers in
the world that is full of uncertainty and complexity.
After all, the history of human beings clearly realizing
the end of certainty time [1], exploring complexity [2] and
thinking in complexity [3] is not too long. In this sense,

HeXie management theory [4-20], which fully absorbs the
harmony thought of Chinese traditional culture and the
latest development of management researches, is trying
to build a new Management Model which has a fire-new
understanding on the organization management.

2. Facing complexity: HeXie management theory

2.1 Systematic rethinking on management study

There is no doubt that management theory jungles [21- 23]

have presented the instructive guidance from their own
individual views for the management practice and have
greatly enriched and promoted the research on the
management theory. Xi and Han [9] give a systematic
rethinking on management and relevant issues based on
a brief revisit to the history of management in last
century. There are three measures of developing
management, namely method-optimization,
action-perception and interactive order of human/object.
In the view of the new management system thinking, the
management research should primarily focus on the
optimization of objects, the understanding of human and
the order of interaction between human and object.
Therefore, it is one of the most important questions for
management researchers that how to resolve the
uncertainty of human and realize the optimization of
object simultaneously.

2.2 A new management model: HeXie management
theory

HeXie management theory is proposed and further
researches are undergoing [4-20]. A relative complete
theoretical framework is established as showed in Fig. 1.

In brief, the main thought of HeXie management
theory is that managers can use the ways of optimization
and resolve uncertainty under HeXie Theme to reach the
goal of organization. We define the HeXie Theme (HT)
as the key task or problem guided by strategy of
organization in some period.



Fig. 1 The framework of HeXie management theory

To search HeXie Theme should consider the
three factors, namely environment (E),

organization (O) and leadership (L), and also

guided by strategy (S). After HeXie Theme is
selected, Xie Principle (XP) focuses on

scientific design and optimization under
relatively certain conditions, while He Principle

(HP) is used to inspire the creativity of

individuals to resolve uncertainty. HeXie
Coupling (HC) shows the order of interaction

between He Principle and Xie Principle under
HeXie Theme in different levels. Xie Principle

performs management tasks by presenting

specific behavioral path in advance in the sense
of cost-benefit analysis. He Principle can inspire

the positivity and creativity of individuals to
adapt the environment’s change and accomplish

those tasks which cannot be regulated in

advance effectively. The coupling of He
Principle and Xie Principle under the HeXie

Theme helps to realize organization dynamic
coherence, which is named the realization of

harmonious organization. Actually, HeXie

Coupling process is dynamic and evolutive
process with spiral promotion. So in the views

of the new management system, HeXie
Coupling under the HeXie Theme is considered

as the spirit of the management. She shows the

organic combination of the scientific and artistic
characteristic of management well.

3. Complex problem solving: mechanism

and model of HeXie coupling

3.1 Insight on organization: the perspective

of complexity study

Organization theory has treated complexity as a
structural variable that characterizes both

organizations and their environments [24-26]. As P.

Anderson said:" Many modern organizations are
complex adaptive systems par excellence" [27].

Santa Fe Institute (SFI) which was sponsored by
K. Arrow, M. Gell-Mann and P. Anderson has

taken the organization management as its

important research field and SFI has played
important role in understanding the management

problems from the perspective of complexity [28].
Stacey [29] and Levinthal [30] believed that it is

better to understand the complexity of

organization if we regard the organization as
complex adaptive system [31-33]. In China, Qian,

Xuesen [34] has defined the concept of open
complex giant systems and pointed out that

complexity is dynamics of complex giant

systems, which clearly indicated the relations
between the complexity science and system

science.
Management system can be considered as a

complex system or complex network. A typical

example is that the firm is regarded as the
system which is composed of a series of the

closely related and interactional factors [35-37]. In
this sense, it is urgent for the management

researchers and practitioners to explore the

coupling mechanism of complex system.
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Therefore, one of our tasks is to seize the
promise of complexity theory, rather than make

it a fad [38].

3.2 The double helix model of HeXie

Coupling

Actually, He Principle and Xie Principle are a

uniform body among which the two parts
interact. The reason why we separate them and

introduce the two different principle systems is
that, on the one hand, we should follow the

requirements for analyzing them when

constructing the theory framework; on the other
hand, it is natural for us to have this idea when

we clarify the uncertainty and certainty which
are the fundamental idea of world view. The Fig.

2 shows us the dynamic and evolutive process

with spiral promotion.

The model points out that HeXie Coupling

is a dynamic and evolving process， during

which He Principle and Xie Principle under
HeXie Theme adjust to each other at the

different level of the organizational network. It

is HeXie Coupling that helps inducement
evolution and rational design realize the

dynamic coherence of organization as a whole.
HeXie coupling should follow three rules.

Firstly, He Principle and Xie Principle that

directed by the HeXie Theme should interact
and fit rather than separate each other. Secondly,

the problems which should be solved by He
Principle originally can be solved by Xie

Principle when manager know the law of

causation, and He Principle should find new
ways to solve the problems caused by people’s

activity and creativity in the process of using
Xie Principle, that is, He Principle and Xie

Principle can convert each other under some

condition. Thirdly, the mechanism of HeXie
coupling is characterized by “adaptive walk”

among local optimality and global optimality,
and complexity to be worthy of being taken into

account emerge from the coupling.

Under given conditions, the management
activity is the practice with maneuverability, that

is, the management activity is constrained by the
cost. It is not to pursue the scientific and ideal

state infinitely. Even if we can make the rational

design and control on some activities in theory,
we prefer to provide individual with the space

and conditions to let them make free choices
rather than rational design because human

behavior has the characteristic of uncertainty

and creativity to the guidance of relevant
environment. Under the guidance of the new

epistemology, if we regard He Principle and Xie
Principle, inducement evolution and rational

design as two legs of the humane being, HeXie

management theory advocates walking by two
legs. The key of HeXie Coupling is aiming to

solve the problem that how to make the two legs
congruously and orderly to walk with steadiness

and sound speed. Manager should organically

combine the two principles to attain the

Fig. 2 The double helix model of HeXie
Coupling



coherence of the global organization and
achieve better performance.

4. Comparative analysis between HeXie

Coupling and Systems Thinking

Facing such a great and complex change,
Checkland [39-40] put forward soft system

methodology (SSM) which is closely related
with the management. M Jackson [41] brought

forward the creative holism for managers. In

Asia, Gu J F. [42-44] also put forward Wu-li Shi-li
Ren-li (WSR) system approach based on the

oriental system thinking and Sawaragi Y [45]

created the Shinayakana system approach. The

boundary of systems thinking is illegibility

because of the nonlinear interaction of human
and object and the complexity emerging from

coupling, so that R. Flood [46] criticized that
systems thinking seem to lack of practicality

because they are most characterized with

general applicability. HeXie management theory
recognizes different laws existing in different

systems, advocates using methodology of

dual-rules to solve complex management
problems, and integrates Wu-li Shi-li Ren-li

(WSR) with HeXie coupling under the HeXie

Theme. It is main aim of international complex
adaptive system (CAS) research at present,

which involves in not only complexity research
but also research on human cognition. The

essential difference between HeXie

management and traditional management theory
is that HeXie management follows the dual rules

and not attempts to use a principle of rational
design to solve all management problems.

In terms of HeXie management theory and

the research findings of brain science [47-55], Xi
and Zeng [19] draws an analogy between the

principle of brain function and HeXie coupling
mechanism. Fig. 3 shows us the basic model of

HeXie management and brain system in the

process of solving the complex problems. The
thought of HeXie Coupling includes strategy

thinking in searching HeXie Theme (HT),
program thinking in analyzing Xie Principle

(XP), culture thinking in analyzing He Principle

(HP), and system thinking in realizing HT by
dual-rules.

Fig. 3 Complex problem solving: Brain model of HeXie coupling

HeXie management theory that aims to

enhance the issue-oriented management

knowledge, 1) focuses on complex structure and

function in management action, attempts to



probe into the laws of dynamic evolution of
management; 2) not only has characteristic of

general system of knowledge, but also has

particularity meet an emergency; 3) it should
has rigorous logic, brief form and well ability of

explain and forecast. Just as Prigogine had
advocated that modern science should combine

the west science tradition, which emphasizes

experiments, analysis and description by
quantity formula, with the Chinese traditional

philosophy, which emphasizes harmony and
cooperation in order to get a new synthesis.

Absorbing these new knowledge and fruitful

insights of them, HeXie management theory
aims to fill in the gap between general

applicability and localization of management.

5. Conclusion

By dual-rules of inducement evolution and

rational design under HeXie theme, HeXie

management theory is useful to diagnose whole
management process and status, to improve on

organizational performance, and to be free of
embarrass of dazzling management fashion

jungle. We have finished the case study

involving the state-owned enterprises, collective
enterprises, private enterprises and scientific

research institutions and also published the
research findings. HeXie management theory

has been applied in many enterprises and

institutions. Currently, we have launched a
large-scale empirical research on approximate

one thousand firms and about 200
questionnaires have been collected. We are

devoted to build and propel the management

model and management theory with Chinese
characteristic.
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